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A shallow dive into deep learning…



CNNs capture local spatial information between 
pixels in an image



Filters are like small patterns. You can identify 
areas of the image containing that pattern.



Filters learn basic patterns that can be 
composed into more complex features



Max pooling: reduce image features by taking 
the max value from a window



How are CNNs helpful in biology?



How to pretend your DNA is a cat.
A [1,0,0,0]

C [0,1,0,0]

G [0,0,1,0]

T [0,0,0,1]

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

classification? 
Expression strength?

Prediction

Filter height 
is always 4!



What do filters learn?



Learned 
filters:

CNN filters can learn motifs relevant to the 
prediction task

Upstream sequence Expression 
strength

ATGGCTCATATCTCCG… 204

TATCTCCGCTAATCGA… 50

CTAATCGAACATCGCA… 3

CATCGCATGTCGATTA… 186

Gene 

Expression 
strength

Predicts high 
expression!

Predicts low 
expression!

How do upstream sequences influence 
gene expression strength?



Motifs are landing zones for various DNA binding 
proteins

Gene 

Gene 



http://jaspar.genereg.net/

http://jaspar.genereg.net/


Main takeaways: 
1.) CNN filters are good at finding small 
areas of patterns within a bigger pattern 
that are useful for prediction tasks

2.) For DNA sequence inputs, CNN filters 
learn DNA motifs

3.) Motifs usually contain some biological 
relevance for how, when, and where 
proteins bind to DNA



Main question:

How does the architecture of the CNN influence its ability 
to learn whole motifs in the first convolutional layer?









Max 
pooling

Max 
pooling



Filter 
activation 

map



Second layer convolutional filters
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Methods: creating a synthetic dataset
200bp

25K 
seqs

Between 
1-5 motifs 
randomly 
inserted

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Each sequence receives 
an output label vector of 

length 12

12 JASPAR motifs

Arid3
CEBPB
FOSL1
Gabpa
MEF2A
MAFK
MAX
NFYB
SP1
SRF
STAT1
YY1 



Methods: Network architecture framework 

Input DNA seq

Max pooling

Max pooling

Fully connected 
hidden layer 
(512 nodes)

Final predictionPrediction on 12 motifs 
(sigmoid activation) 

12 JASPAR motifs

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

1st layer convolutions

2nd layer convolutions
Vary pool size

Vary filter 
size/number



Methods: Network naming scheme 
Max-pooling: product of first and second pool sizes is 100.

512

2

50

4

25
512

25

4
512

CNN-2 CNN-4 CNN-25

12 predictions 12 predictions 12 predictions

First layer 
pool size

First layer 
pool size

Second layer 
pool size

Second layer 
pool size

100 100 100



Models are (mostly) named for their first pool size

2

50

CNN-2

First layer 
pool size

Second layer 
pool size

25

4

CNN-25

First layer 
pool size

Second layer 
pool size



Methods: evaluate models using AU-ROC

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-auc-roc-curve-68b2303cc9c5

True positive 
rate

False 
positive rate

Perfect 
predictions: 
AUC = 1

Terrible 
predictions: 
AUC = 0.5

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-auc-roc-curve-68b2303cc9c5


● Not concerned with maximizing 
AU-ROC - want to be consistent

● Real question: after change some 
aspect of network structure, and 
evaluate the motifs learned by first 
layer filters

Evaluate models for consistent AU-ROC, not best!
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Results: vary max pooling size
...Pool = 2

...
Pool = 4

Pool = 25



512

Results: vary max pooling size

2

50

4

25
512

25

4
512

CNN-2 CNN-4 CNN-25

12 predictions 12 predictions 12 predictions

100 100 100



Results: vary max pooling size

(image versions to use without fixing font size everytime)



Results: vary max pooling size



Results: vary max pooling size



Results: vary max pooling size
Small 
pool

Small-ish 
pool

Large-ish 
pool



Results: vary max pooling size 12 Ground 
Truth motifs

Take away: wider pooling size (like CNN-25) forces 
first row filters to learn WHOLE motifs

Small 
pool

Small-ish 
pool

Large-ish 
pool



Results: vary filter number 12 Ground 
Truth motifs

Default: 30 filters >

Take away: more filters does not improve accuracy 
and % of filters that learn motifs decreases

Vary # 
filters



Results: vary filter size
Default: filter size = 19

Small-ish 
pool

Large-ish 
pool

Test filter size = 9

Small-ish 
pool

Large-ish 
pool

Take away: shorter filters does not significantly 
diminish a CNNs ability to learn full motifs. Max 

pooling is the bigger factor. 



Results: Restricting deeper layer assemblies 

...Pool = 2

...
Pool = 50

2nd layer filter size is 
usually 5 Still possible to rearrange 

filters containing partial 
motifs

CNN-2



...Pool = 2

...
Pool = 50

Now, restrict 2nd layer 
filter size to 1 NOW: not possible to 

rearrange filters containing 
partial motifs

CNN19-1-2

Results: Restricting deeper layer assemblies 



Take away: learning WHOLE motif representations in 
first layer is affected by the ability of deeper layers 

to hierarchically build motifs. 

CNN19-1-2CNN-2



Results: Restricting deeper layer assemblies 



Results: Restricting deeper layer assemblies 

2

50

CNN-2
1st layer 

convolutions

2nd layer 
convolutions

19

5

Small 
pool

2

50

CNN19-1-2

19

1

Still Small 
pool



Results: Restricting deeper layer assemblies 



Results: filters can be learned in 
deeper layers  

512

1

100

CNN-1

12 predictions

100
(no pooling)

512

1

100

CNN-1-1-100

12 predictions

1
(no pooling)

(no pooling)1
100

100

AU-ROC:
% JASPAR:
% Relevant:

First layer filters
--

0.147
0.000

Second layer filters
--

0.192
0.006

Third layer filters
--

0.927
0.891

First layer filters
0.972
0.240
0.007

Second layer filters
0.972
0.900
0.847

Take away:  Layers with spatial information 
bottlenecks are where the majority of motifs 

will be learned



Results: motifs are learned at the information 
bottleneck  

0.900 +/- 0.024 0.847 +/- 0.021CNN-1 second layer filters → 

CNN-1-1-100 first layer filters → 

CNN-1-1-100

0.147 +/- 0.045 0.0 +/- 0.0

CNN-1-1-100 second layer filters → 0.192 +/- 0.022 0.006 +/- 0.006

CNN-1-1-100 second layer filters → 0.927 +/- 0.020 0.891 +/- 0.030

1
1

CNN-1-1-100

100

Take away:  Layers with spatial information bottlenecks 
are where the majority of motifs will be learned



Results: In Vivo Generalizations

Cited ~800 times!

12 JASPAR motifs

Arid3
CEBPB
FOSL1
Gabpa
MEF2A
MAFK
MAX
NFYB
SP1
SRF
STAT1
YY1 

Human ChIP-seq data

1,000bp

300K 
seqs



Results: in vivo dataset

Small 
pool

Small-ish 
pool

Large-ish 
pool



On Synthetic Data: 
CNN-25 had the best Relevant match w/ 0.980 +/- 0.027 

Now:
CNN-25:  0.747 +/- 0.040 Relevant match
CNN-25 (60):  has the best Relevant match performance with 0.960 +/- 0.023

Take away:  Architectures may need more filters to 
perform better on in vivo sequences



Results Summary
● CNN architecture choices affect how motifs are learned 

○ Wider pooling size forces first layer filters to learn whole motifs

○ Filter number and filter size are less influential

○ Restricting hierarchical assembly in deeper layers can increase first 
layer motif learning 

○ Motifs are learned at the information bottleneck (can be 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
layer)

○ With in vivo dataset more filters helped with distributed representation 
learning 
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● Exploration of various CNN architectures to better understand 
how and where CNNs learn motifs
○ Was this a useful aspect to explore?

● % of 1st layer filters that learn motifs is not necessarily a useful 
metric for assessing biological relevance because CNNs can 
assemble partial motifs in deeper layers
○ Do you agree? Would you still want this reported?

● If you want to enforce that your CNN learns whole motifs in the 
1st layer, be mindful of your architecture 
○ Would you consider doing this intentionally in your own work?

Main Takeaways & Discussion



Thanks!

Second Beach, La Push, WA


